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Program Outcomes – MARATHIProgram Outcomes – MARATHI

I. Program Outcomes of Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) I. Program Outcomes of Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) 
Student seeking admission for B.A. programme are expected to imbue with
following  quality  which  help  them  in  their  future  life  to  achieve  the
expected goals. 
a. Realization of human values. 
b. Sense of social service.
c. Responsible and dutiful citizen.
d. Critical temper 
e. Creative ability. 

II Programmes Specific Outcomes (PSO’s) B.A. (MARATHI) 
a. Creating an interest in literature. 
b.  Availing the job opportunities in translation,  transformation and print,
electronic media. 
c. Developing language. 
d. Increasing the critical attitude about literary studies. 
e. Imbuing the literary research attitude. 

III Course Outcomes (CO’s) 
B.A I (Marathi) 
1. Explain the interrelation between literature and society. 
2. Explaining the nature of language and literature. 
3. Perform literary criticism. 
4. Develop short satory, poem, charactersketch and essay writing skills. 
5. Illustrating the nature of literary forms like one-act-play, travellogue and
short story. 
6.  To  prepare  study  of  Marathi  language  useful  for  competitive
examinations. 

B.A.II (Marathi) 
1. Describe the medieval Marathi language and literature. 
2. Explain the contemporary literary works. 
3. Develop/use the skill of translation. 
4. Explain the need and significance of editing. 

B.A.III Poetry: 
1. Describe the characteristics and features of oriental poetry. 
3. Perform critical appreciation of a poem. 
4. Developing the poetic devices and their usages. 



B.A.III Linguistics: 
1. Describe the characteristics of modern linguistics. 
2. Understanding origin, nature and function of language. 
3. Describe , use and demonstrate phonetics. 
 

B.A.III Medieval Marathi Literature: 
1. Explain the historical survey of medieval Marathi literature. 
2. Describe literary forms in medieval literature. 
3. Explain trends and structure of medieval Marathi literature. 

B.A.III Utility and Creativity of Marathi Language: 
1. Compare and describe formal and informal language. 
2. Developing various language skills. 
3. Demonstrate /perform creative writing. 
4. Apply technique of mass communication. 

B.A.III Literary Criticism: 
1. Describe trends in literary criticism. 
2. Analyse and describe trends in rural literature. 
3. Describe various trends in Dalit Literature.



M.A. – MARATHI M.A. – MARATHI 

Programme OutcomesProgramme Outcomes

1.1. To enhance the approach of research ability for students towards the To enhance the approach of research ability for students towards the 

language, literature and culture.language, literature and culture.

2.2. To create awareness about the existing and emerging employability in To create awareness about the existing and emerging employability in 

the stream of applied Marathi language. the stream of applied Marathi language. 

3.3. To study linguistics and socio linguistics thoroughly.To study linguistics and socio linguistics thoroughly.

4.4. To promote folk research in panoramic view by studying folk literature.  To promote folk research in panoramic view by studying folk literature.  

M.A-IM.A-I

Course OutcomesCourse Outcomes

1. Bhashik Avishkarachi Rupe 1. Bhashik Avishkarachi Rupe 

1. Analyse and explain nature of linguistic inventions. 

2. Describe and demonstrate creative process of language. 

3. Describe relationship between language & Literature. 

4. Explain the relevance between language & types of literatures. 

2. Vishesh Sahityakrutincha Abhyas. 2. Vishesh Sahityakrutincha Abhyas. 

1. Use of authors study methodology. 

2.  Analyse  and  describe  contemporary  era  of  the  author’s  literary

personality & author. 

3. To explain Contribution of authors on entire literature materials. 

4. To describe use of study methods of authors.

3. Adhunik Marathi Vangmayacha Itihas (Swatantrya Purvkal) 3. Adhunik Marathi Vangmayacha Itihas (Swatantrya Purvkal) 

1. To analyse and describe literary materials related to social, Political,

Cultural  background in  pre-  independence  period of  Maharashtra  and

study their interrelationship. 

2.  To  analyse  and  describe  history  of  literature  trends,  nature

characteristic and type of  literature in the pre independence era. 

3. To describe literary trends and its relation with other contemporary

literature. 



4. Loksahitya Va Lokkala – 4. Loksahitya Va Lokkala – 

1.  To analyse and describe interrelationship between folk-literature &

folk-Culture. 

2. To describe concept of Folk- Literature. 

3. To identify tradition of Folk- Literature. 

4. To explain origin and scope of Folk literature. 

5. Aadhunik Bhashavidnyan – 5. Aadhunik Bhashavidnyan – 

1.  To  introduce  modern  linguistic  science  with  reference  to  Marathi

language. 

2. To use method of language with reference to Marathi language. 

3. To apply concept of unguistics by linguisticiastic. 

4. To describe nature of language transformation. 

6. Sarjnshil lekhanache swarup – 6. Sarjnshil lekhanache swarup – 

1. To demonstrate characteristic creative writing. 

2. To identify literary type of creative writing. 

3. To implement the expressions of creative writing. 

M.A. IIM.A. II

Course OutcomesCourse Outcomes

1.1. Samajbhashavidnyan Samajbhashavidnyan 

1. To describe nature & Scope of Socio-linguistic. 

2. To explain interrelation between society, culture & language. 

3. To describe concepts & Various theories of Socio-linguistic.

2.2. Vangyamayin Sanskruti- Vangyamayin Sanskruti- 

1. To describe concept of literary Culture.  

2. To explain the associations between society and culture. 

3. To examine the nature of literary culture. 

3.  Prabhav Abhyas- 3.  Prabhav Abhyas- 

1. To describe the concept of influence study. 

2. To explain relevance between influence and imitation.



4. Samiksha sidhant ani upayaian- 4. Samiksha sidhant ani upayaian- 

1. To analyse and describe the concept of applied criticism.

2. To explain the theories of literary criticism. 

5. Sanskruti Abhyas – 5. Sanskruti Abhyas – 

1. To describe knowledge based branch of culture study. 

2.  To  analyse  and  explain  literature  and  culture  in  changing

environment. 

3. To describe interdisciplinary study methods. 

6. Toulanik Sahityabhyas- 6. Toulanik Sahityabhyas- 

1. To describe nature and concept of comparative literature. 

2. To explain concepts and interrelation between universal, national

and general literature. 

7. Boli Abhyas- 7. Boli Abhyas- 

1. To describe interrelation between language, dialect & Society. 

2. To describe evolution process of dialect. 

3. To explain the importance of dialect study. 

8. Granth Itihas – 8. Granth Itihas – 

1. To describe nature and concept of book history.

2. To explain the process of book transaction in the pre-printing.

3. To explain research theories of manuscripts. 

9. Grenthprakashan Ani Sampadan- 9. Grenthprakashan Ani Sampadan- 

1. To describe the nature of book publishing. 

2.  To  explain  concept  of  book  publications,  book  transaction  &

publication culture. 


